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Abstract

The match between the physics of MEG and the assumptions of the most well developed
blind source separation (BSS) algorithms (unknown instantaneous linear mixing process, many
sensors compared to expected recoverable sources, large data limit) have tempted researchers
to apply these algorithms to MEG data. We review some of theseefforts, with particular
emphasis on our own work.

Introduction

Magnetoencephalographic (MEG) functional brain imag-
ing is passive, and under ideal conditions can monitor the
activation of a brain region with mm spatial resolution at
a very high temporal resolution (Hämäläinen et al., 1993;
George et al., 1995). The advantage of MEG over EEG
comes mainly from the fact that the head is practically
transparent to magnetic fields, but alters current flow sub-
stantially (Hari, 1999; Hari et al., 1997).

Typical signals associated with neuronal activity are
on the order of one hundred fT, while the noise signals
within a shielded room tend to be much larger (Lewine
and Orrison, 1995). Furthermore, the intrinsic sensor
noise is comparable in magnitude to small neuronal sig-
nals. Therefore, what the sensors record during an ex-
periment is always a mixture of small neuromagnetic and
large noise signals.

The general goal of localizing and recovering the time
course of these neuronal sources thus requires separating
the signals from noise. The traditional approach consists
of: (1) designing experiments that activate only a few
regions, (2) averaging over trials, and (3) analysis mak-
ing strong use of a mathematical model of propagation
through the head. Having this model, a gradient method
is applied to find fixed locations and time courses of a
handful of dipoles to match (in least squares sense) the
data. The problem with this technique is that the forward
model is both ill conditioned and inexact, so the inverse
estimate can have an unacceptable error. Furthermore, the
validity of the results are hard to verify because they are
forced by this procedure to be consistent with the under-
stood physics of the situation,i.e. the forward model.

An alternative solution is to use blind source separa-
tion (BSS) techniques, as shown schematically in Fig-
ure 1. The problem addressed by blind source separation
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(or equivalently for our purposes Independent Component
Analysis, ICA), is that of segregating unobservable or la-
tent source signals using only the information from the
observed mixed signals. The BSS algorithms of interest
here assume that the mixing process is linear, instanta-
neous, and unchanging. Such methods have been success-
fully applied to EEG (Jung et al., 1999, 2000) and FMRI
(McKeown et al., 1998a,b). Due to its success in these do-
mains, a number of groups began applying BSS to MEG.

Vigário et al. (1998, 2000) presented tantalizing results
by applying BSS to MEG data. The main issue in their
study was that the experiment design was perhaps too
good: BSS worked well, but so did conventional meth-
ods, resulting in no “headroom” for improvement by BSS.
They thus could not show that the BSS algorithm in use,
fICA (Hyvärinen and Oja, 1997), delivered results supe-
rior to those of conventional processing. In a similar set
of experiments, Ziehe et al. (2000); Wübbeler et al. (2000)
applied the same BSS algorithm as we use below to MEG.

An additional technique that can be applied in an at-
tempt to check whether BSS-based MEG signal process-
ing can significantly surpass conventional techniques is to
perform head-to-head comparisons on difficult datasets,
meaning datasets with which conventional techniques
have difficulty. In order to make such a comparison it
is necessary to evaluate the result of the proposed new
methods. This evaluation is conducted by checking con-
sistency with known properties of noise, of physiology,
and of anatomy. This is a stringent test, as it is unlikely
that incorrectly separated data would pass it.

We describe the blind separation problem; review ap-
plications of BSS to MEG data with particular emphasis
on work in which the authors have been involved; and fin-
ish with an evaluation and prognostication.
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Figure 1: The BSS-for-MEG pipeline. Signals from the brain and other noise sourcess(t) are mixed through an
unknown linear mixing processA, resulting in the sensor readingsx(t) = As(t). BSS finds an unmixing matrix
W that maps from the sensor signals to recovered componentsŝ(t) = Wx(t). The entries of the attenuation matrix
A = W

−1 describe how strongly each sensor responds to each component.

Separation

Blind separation can be stated as follows. Letx(t) be an
n-dimensional vector of sensor signals, which we assume
to be an instantaneous linear mixture ofn unknown in-
dependent underlying sourcessi(t), via the unknown sta-
tionaryn × n mixing matrixA,

x(t) = A s(t) (1)

The BSS (or ICA) problem is to recovers(t), given only
the measurementsx(t). This is accomplished by finding
a matrixW which approximatesA−1, up to permutation
and scaling of its rows. After this is accomplished we can
find the matrixÂ = W

−1 and denote its columnŝai.
Thus ICA is a decomposition algorithm in the same sense
as PCA, in that the data matrix is expressed as a sum of
outer products

(xi(t))it =
∑

j

âj (ŝj(t))t
T (2)

ICA algorithms come in various classes. Instantaneous
algorithms, such as Bell-Sejnowski Infomax (1995) and
fICA (Hyvärinen and Oja, 1997), make repeated passes
through the dataset and update the unmixing matrix in
response to the data at each time point. They are de-
rived under the assumption that the signals are white, and

their results should therefore be invariant to shuffling of
the data. As a consequence of this, they cannot take ad-
vantage of the temporal structure of each source as a cue
for correct separation. Summary algorithms first make a
pass through the data while summary statistics are accu-
mulated by averaging; they then operate solely upon the
summary statistics to find the unmixing matrixW. Sum-
mary algorithms should in general be relatively insensi-
tive to sensor noise, because their summary statistics are
averages over time. The relatively poor signal-to-noise
ratios in MEG data suggested the choice of a summary
algorithm. Furthermore noise of interest and neurogenic
signals have broad autocorrelation functions, suggesting
the use of a non-instantaneous, or contextual (Pearlmutter
and Parra, 1996), algorithm. For these reasons we chose a
non-instantaneous summary algorithm.

An example of such an algorithm is SOBI (Belouchrani
et al., 1993; Cardoso, 1994), which can use the temporal
structure of the sources as a cue, and gives high quality
separation while imposing rather modest computational
requirements. The particular statistics SOBI uses are the
correlations between pairs of sensors at a fixed delay,
R(τ) = 〈x(t)x(t + τ)T 〉, which are simultaneously ap-
proximately diagonalized. SOBI makes good use of abun-
dant but noisy data, and can be tuned by modifying its set
of delays, allowing one to gently integrate a very weak
form of prior knowledge, namely knowledge of the length



Figure 2: Separation of noise sources and neuronal components using blind source separation. Left:MEG images.
Each panel contains 90 trials. Trials are ordered vertically, except for (c), which is sorted by reaction time and where
the black curve indicates the times of button presses. Pixels are color-coded source strength. Vertical black lines
indicate stimulus onset time. Pre- and post-stimulus durations are each 1000 ms. Right:field maps. Left sagittal,
right sagittal, dorsal, and posterior views. False colors indicate the strength with which the component influences the
61 sensor pairs. This figure presents MEG images and field mapsof (a) a 60 Hz component, (b) a slow DC drift
component, (c) an eyeblink component, (d) and early occipital visual component, (e) a later occipital-parietal visual
component (f) a right somatosensory component and (g) a leftsomatosensory component. From Tang et al. (2000a).



Figure 3: Consistency of separation: overlaid time course and localized dipoles for separated visual components from
four similar visual reaction time tasks on a single subject.The primary (fastest) source is shown on the top, and the
second-fastest on the bottom. From Tang et al. (2002).

constant of the autocorrelation function.
As shown in Figures 2 and 3, by applying SOBI to

MEG data we achieved excellent separation of noise
(Tang et al., 2000a), resulting in signal-to-noise improve-
ment sufficient to perform single trial onset detection
(Tang et al., 2000b), and we showed that neuronal com-
ponents can be separated from each other and localized
in a robust (across modalities, tasks, and subject) fashion
(Tang et al., 2002). These results are surveyed by Tang
and Pearlmutter (2002).

Localization

Separation and localization can be performed jointly or
sequentially. Given BSS as a preprocessing step, we
would expect a small number of focal regions in each
neurogenic component. Conventional methods (Gorod-
nitsky and Rao, 1997; Mosher and Leahy, 1999) give good
performance under such conditions. However they are
slow, assume certain noise properties, and generally re-
quire manual assistance. Furthermore they are limited in
speed by the speed of the forward model, which imposes
a surprisingly strong design constraint on MEG machines.

In attempts to build real-time noise-robust localizers,

Jun et al. (2002a,b) take a universal approximator ap-
proach to localization. The system is trained to directly
map noisy sensor readings to dipole locations. This train-
ing results in an MLP localizer which is is not limited (at
runtime) by the speed of the forward model. In our case,
the training was done by passing random dipoles through
a forward model and contaminating the resulting sensor
readings with realistic noise. This gives accuracy vaguely
matched to that of a conventional algorithm. One can ap-
ply a few iterations of conventional Levenberg-Marquardt
(LM) minimization using the MLP’s output as the initial

algorithm time (ms) accuracy (mm)

4-start-LM 448.6 11.6
MLP 0.5 11.9

MLP-start-LM 34.6 2.8

Table 1: Real-time performance using an inverse model
via universal approximator: a multilayer perceptron is
trained to invert the mapping of an analytical forward
model. Shown are conventional Levenberg-Marquardt,
our MLP, and our hybrid, under real brain noise. Times
were measured on a 800MHz AMD K7.



guess, resulting in a hybrid MLP-start-LM localizer. As
shown in Table 1, this resulted in a speedup of 900× with
matched accuracies, or a 4× improved linear accuracy at
a speedup of 20×.

These methods works equally well on the LANL SIS
Mark I MEG system, which has superconducting mag-
netic shields/mirrors that complicate the signal path to
the point that a forward simulation requires many seconds
(Kraus et al., 1998, 2002). Our localizer, in its non-hybrid
form, still performs a localization to about the same ac-
curacy in about the same amount of time. The work has
also been extended to use a distributed output represen-
tation resulting in increased robustness to interfering sec-
ondary dipoles and potentially allowing rapid multidipole
solutions to be constructed. In addition, the system has
been extended to incorporate an extra head-position input
allowing for a subject-independent localizer.

Conclusion

Blind separation of MEG data has been definitively shown
to remove various sources of noise. MEG machines are
expensive because of heroic technological measures re-
quired to raise the SNR. For this reason, it is difficult
to justify not performing BSS-based preprocessing on
MEG data to improve the SNR, even if separated neuronal
sources are to be recombined for conventional processing.

As we have seen, SOBI preprocessing can do more
than just remove noise: it can reliably segregate various
sources of neuronal activity, allowing more sources to be
recovered and localized. The SNR of individual sources is
often sufficiently high to allow single-trial analysis, open-
ing the door to a broader range of experiments and, in
concert with robust real-time localization methods, po-
tentially allowing the construction of MEG-based brain-
computer interfaces.
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